
TRADE RACE MANAGER
 CASE STUDY



ABOUT TRADE RACE 
MANAGER NFT GAME
The principle of the game is that the player chooses 3 
cryptocurrencies by analyzing whether they will long or short in the 
following minutes. The game is free-to-play, but the rewards are very 
low in the form of IOI token. If players want to earn more, there are 
several forms of rewards.

Buying a premium account with more rewards and price pools
Affilate program for people when they buy their team and refer other people through the affilate link
Buying NFT art, which in turn opens up bonuses + staking rewards

In the month of August, to kickstart the project, we came up with a 
big event with a grand prize of Tesla or 40k money. The other prize 
was the latest Macbook and the latest iPhone. The event was very 
successful. 



CHALLENGES
Our main goal of the project was performance marketing on Google 
and social media to get new player registration and then measuring 
deposit, purchase of NFTs and premium account. 

Challenges:

How to get around ad bans since this is 
a cryptocurrency project1.

To improve the measurement of the 
whole project, because the project is 
built on Angular technology. 2.



AS WE PROCEEDED
1. We studied information about the project and analysed the competitions 

2. Set the main KPI with the client and initially the goal was max 3 EUR per registration 

3. Assigning the programmers to measure registrations and then subsequently measuring deposit  
    and purchase of NFTs including premium account 

4. Assignment on creatives that we required from our side 

5. Launching the campaigns



WHAT DID WE HAVE AVAILABLE?
We had Programmers who prepared analytics to our specifications. 
Brand manual of the project. 
Marketing budgets from the client.
Marketing specialist available from the client's side who prepared
    marketing materialsfor us. Advertising copy,graphics and videos.



RESULTS
We have found a way to communicate in 
the Google ad account and on social 
networks so that ads are not banned. 

The biggest challenges were on Google 
where we were not allowed to 
communicate that it was about 
cryptocurrency - example keywords: 
staking, cryptocurrency, crypto, token and 
other terms. We mainly communicated that 
it was an NFT and earn to play game and 
the ads have not been banned since. In the 
Youtube video ad, we again had to remove 
those words in the dub and then the ad ran. 

JUNE
Number of registrations: 2527
Cost per registration: 2,54 EUR 

AUGUST
Number of registrations: 14 491
Cost per registration: 0,87 EUR 

The strongest month, where we had campaign 
"Win Tesla or 40k cash"

We also had a lot of deposits and buy 
NFTs, but client didn't allowed us to share 

Note: All data is only from Google Ads and Facebook + Instagram ads. Twitter account was banned.



Google ads in June

JUNE

GOOGLE ADS: JUNE



Google ads "win testa or 40k USD cash

JUNE

GOOGLE ADS: AUGUST 
(WIN TESLA OR 40K USD CASH)



BEST CREATIVES IN GOOGLE ADS

Youtube Ads:   
Tesla campaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQldDnu_s1I

Rich racer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCJ7jFyQI4o&t=3s

Display ads:   
shorturl.at/ijDNQ
shorturl.at/eqHT0



Facebook and instagram results in June

JUNE

FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM: JUNE



Facebook & instagram results in August

JUNE

FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM: AUGUST



Best creatives in facebook & instagram adsBEST CREATIVES IN FB AND IG



We respond in 24 hours Monday-Friday 8-17 hours


